
The answer to ad hoc report writing

TriZetto® QicLink dataPiction®

Speed, efficiency, and information sharing are essential to meeting the demanding data 
analysis requirements associated with today’s health plan offerings. The TriZetto QicLink 
Enterprise dataPiction solution lets you access plan data using powerful relational database 
reporting and query tools.

 
QicLink dataPiction is part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software products 
that help healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and 
quality of care and improve the member and patient experience. The scalable dataPiction software serves a 
widerange of user implementations ranging from desktop solutions for single users to enabling report writing 
capabilities that span your enterprise operation.
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With TriZetto’s dataPiction product, you can 
access data using today’s powerful relational 
database reporting and query tools.

 
The system allows report distribution and offers an 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)-compliant 
report writing tool for Web-based publishing—making 
dataPiction a reliable solution for your company’s ad 
hoc reporting needs.

Using the dataPiction application, QicLink system 
users can select from a wide variety of data models 
that offer different views of their relational database. 
They can then develop custom reports based on those 
tables and views. The product gives users the ability to 
create queries from the relational views of all QicLink 
tables. Queries are easy to build because the relational 
views provided in dataPiction incorporate user-friendly 
column (field) names. Using dataPiction along with an 
ODBC-compliant report writing tool, such as Crystal 
Reports or Microsoft Access, your organization can 
quickly develop client-specific ad hoc reports. The 
software provides direct access to data from your 
QicLink relational database via any SQL-based 
query tool. 

 
dataPiction provides the following key benefits:

• Easy to use

• Accesses over 800 QicLink tables

• Supports any ODBC-compliant report writing tool

• Directly accesses data with minimal CPU impact

• Reduces unnecessary data extract processes

• Supports ODBC-compliant report writing tool for 
publishing reports to the Web

• Scales with ease

• Requires no additional hardware or professional 
database administrator

• Significantly enhances your analysis capabilities

 
How does dataPiction work?

After a report need is identified, the user selects the 
desired data from the QicLink Data Models and Table 
Views utilizing the dataPiction Data Dictionary. The 
user then determines which QicLink tables/views and 
columns/fields are necessary for the report. The report 
is then created by accessing QicLink columns using 
an ODBC-compliant report writing tool with Microsoft 
ODBC Driver 11 for SQL Server. 

 
What does dataPiction include?

• TriZetto-defined Data Models and Table Views 
(Data Dictionary)

• SQL conversion scripts to create the dataPiction 
views for tables contained in a QicLink SQL Server 
database

 
Reach Your Objectives Faster

In addition to the TriZetto QicLink dataPiction 
application, we offer an extensive line of solutions and 
services that harness the power of digital to optimize 
your business. Achieve new levels of performance and 
efficiency with Digital Business, Digital Operations, 
and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities from 
Cognizant. 

For more information about how the Cognizant line of 
TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you enhance revenue 
growth, drive administrative efficiency and improve cost and 
quality of care, visit www.cognizant.com.
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